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Huge auto-theft ring uncovered
By Deborah Kerr
Dagly staff WT11.1
A car theft ring that has plagued
college campuses from San Jose to
San Francisco has been broken up and
members of the ring have been arrested and charged, police reported
Thursday.
The ring consisted of five juveniles
and possibly one adult, according to
University Police Spokesman Richard
Staley. The ring operated out of San
Francisco and is directly responsible
for thousands of stolen cars.
The investigation, spearheaded by
West Valley -Mission College District,
spread to the SJSU campus when an
Evergreen Valley College police officer stopped a juvenile as he was stealing a car from an Evergreen parking
lot.
A search of the youth’s home
turned up SJSU broadcast journalism

video equipment stolen along with a
student’s car last March.
Sonic of the juveniles involved are
part of gangs, according to Staley.
Investigator Brian Garrett has
worked the case on behalf of SJSU.
Exposing the ring, Staley said, has
cleared up six out of seven car thefts
on SJSU this year. The other theft
involved a marriage dispute.
A consortium of college police
have been working together to solve
the crimes, and all the agencies feel
certain they have all the thieves, Staley
said.
Members of the ring are responsible for car thefts at SJSU, West Valley Mission College District, San Jose
City College, San Francisco State
University, University of California at
San Francisco and at locations
throughout the city of San Jose and
San Francisco.
"One of the individuals who our

investigators interviewed confessed to
over 1,000 auto thefts," he said.
"Another individual in this ring may
have stolen more than the individual
who confessed. The city of San
Francisco, alone, has had over 8,0(X)
cars stolen this year"
Each ring member apparently stole
two to three cars per day, according to
Staley. The cars were then broken
down into parts for resale in "chop
shops," six houses around the Bay
Area where they were stored and dismantled.
"The investigation has led to a
stereo store in San Francisco where
people were teaching thieves how to
disable even the most sophisticated
anti -theft alarms," Staley said. In
many of the cars stolen, high -quality
alarms were quickly bypassed by the
thieves.
After the cars were stolen and broken down, the parts were sold by

guage sales
phone orders or at y,
in the San Francisco ala, he said.
These guys could take an order for
a special run for a car and deliver it
within vet y short time," Staley said.
The people ordenng parts apparently knew they were stolen, he continued.
The most popular cars among the
thieves were Honda Accords and CRX
models as well as Toyota Celicas and
Supras and Ford Mustangs with eight cylinder engines.
"It was not unusual for them to
stake out a car if it was a model that
they particularly wanted," Staley said.
"They would stake it out until the
owner left for a sufficient amount of
time, then they would break into it and
steal it.
’Two of the cars that were confiscated as a result of the search warrants
and arrest process were assembled
completely from stolen parts," Sulky

said. "Those were the personal vehicles of two of the guys involved in the
theft ring."
The retrofitted cars belonging to
ring members were made up of the
highest quality stereo equipment, customized body work and high performance pares, Staley said.
While breaking open the ring
solves the mystery of car thefts on
campus, they do not account for the
rash of auto burglaries in which specific items are stolen out of cars, Staley
added.
Currently, all five of the suspects
are in custody at the San Francisco
Juvenile Hall. SJSU is charging one
with five counts of grand theft, one
with four counts, and one with three
counts.
"There are a number of jurisdictions that are going to be filing charges
it they are not already filing charges,"
Staley said.

’One of the
individuals
who our
investigators
interviewed
confessed to
over 1,000
auto thefts.’
Richard Staley
,iversity pulse spokesman

Campus
Pro -life
group
against
IUD, pill
By Faye Wells
Daily staff writer

l’rotestors march from SJSU to the Federal Building Ibursday to

Two major contraception methods induce
abortion and are just as unacceptable as surgical procedures to terminate a pregnancy,
preaccsoriddenint to Andy Netzel, Students for Life

protest Clarence Thomas’ appointment to the Supreme Court.

SJSU marchers
protest Thomas
confirmation
By Tony Marek
Dad) staff *meg
Chanting slogans of outrage against Tuesday’s Senate confirmation of
Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court, protesters carrying signs and placards
marched through SJSU to the Federal Budding Thursday.
"Women unite, Anita Hill was right," was among several chants repeated as
about 30 protesters marched from the Student Union Amphitheater, across the
Tower Lawn to a brief rally at the Federal Building on Second and San Carlos
streets.
"Get your lies off my body. Get your laws off my mind," echoed between
downtown buildings as protesters marched waving signs reading: "Defend
bear if I want to," and "Abort the
Abortion Rights," "It’s my body
Court," among others.
The marcher’s chants and signs attacked Thomas’ stance on abortion as
well as his alleged sexual harassment of Anita Hill.

Donna Brammcr - Dagly start photographer
Kim Bick-Maurischat co-coordinator of the Women’s Center holds her daughter Allegra
while she participates in anti -Clarence Thomas chants outside the Federal Building.
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Task force formed to improve
SJSU athlete graduation rates
By Nicholas D. Smith
Daily stall Nnicg
Students, faculty, staff,
alumni as well as local community members will serve on a
task force designed to ensure
SJSU’s athletes remain competitive in their division as well as
in the classroom. The first
meeting will he held (ka. 22.
Known as the "Task Force
on Intercollegiate Athletics,"
the committee will study and
make recommendations to the
new president next year on
gnkluanon ratcs of athlete., die
ethical treatment ot athletes and
controlling athletics at the college level instead of from an
otasitk agency
The commotee was conceived to align athletics at
SJSU with the ukals outlined
Knight
NCAA
by the
Foundation Commission on
Intercollegiate Athletics, a
high -power, prestigious orgam/ation made up of presidents

and former presidents of big.
name universaies, administrators and business leaders.
the task force is oriented
towanl ensuring SJSU remains
competitive within its IA
Division standing of the
NCAA, while not allowing
competitiveness tin the field to
become more important than
the student’s well
according to Interim Executive
Vice Preskkra Dean Bau, who
will -wise as the representative
of the university president on
the committee.
Iwo of the obvious probiefIN with SJSU athletics, Batt
said, are graduation rates and
Funding of athletics.
Bail said he was "very concerned about the graduation
rates" 01 SPCA I’s studentathleies. Stikkittathletes should he
kompentive not only in sports,
but in other areas 01 schttol File
as well. he said.
One of the focuses of the
committee would be to set a

measurement for graduation
rates so student -athletes could
be compared with other SJSU
students, Batt said.
The committee would also
look at increasing outside
donorship to support athletics.
to help with the recent budget
crises, according to Batt
Being a member of the thy
sion "brings with It questions ot
adequate funding, program
composition, support for student -athletes. the equitable 1111
of men’s and women’s afflict
ics," according to a toter trout
President J. Handel
In
Evans and Irene Miura, Ow
woman of the committee as
well as an instructor and direc
tor of child devekpenent.
The Knight reism. on which
the kka for die SJM commit
tee was based, recommended
the university presidents remain
in control of athletics at colleges. the way they were in
See A IMF IFS, Hack Page

"The pill and the intra-uterine device are
abortifacient," Neve! said Wednesday as he
set out brochures on the Students for Life table
opposite the Spartan Bookstore. He said conception can take place when women use either
device, arid the devices will provoke discharge
of an embryo. They are means of abortion,
Netzel added.
The pro-life movement has opposed abortion and avoided discussion of birth control as
a means of preventing both conception and
abortion. Newts views reflect the accusation
of pro-choice advocates that pm-life supporters are not only anti -abortion, but anti -birth
control.
"What’s wrong with children?" said Doug
Zeitz, Students for Life vice president.
"Society is anti-children. When I say society, I
am not condemning everybody." he said, as
people gathered at the table to pick up
brochures with color photos of the unborn
fetus.
Lynn Kilgore, SJSU anthropology major
who stopped at the table, disagreed.
"I am so goddamn fed up with this anti choice crap," she yelled, walking quickly
toward the table.
"I can’t understand why a fetus has more
rights than a woman," she said. "Over 200
million people have starved to death since the
1000k. most of them children.. Where are they
N hen the children are starving to death?
"And pro-lile," she continued. "Are they
See ABORTION, Back Page

UC, CSU working to
make transfer easier
tti

nedt.

eI

[Itri

For the past several years, up until this
fall, community college students in
California needed to decide early on in their
college career whether to transfer to a
California State University or University of
California campus because general edit. mion
requirements differed between the two ,N1 Now, because of the new Intersegmenial
General Education transfer Curriculum, stu
dents are able to chtxtse from a list of lower
division general education courses accepted
by both universities,
icivrc provides a single program that
ill satisfy lower division requirements at
Is ill I t affli CSI. I." said Si’. hitt Franco of
Is’S 51 Academic Allan, ,41k. e
Community colleges, Csl and CC
reached an agreement under which transfer
students can compkv an approved program
01 courses in arras such as English, .ins and
humanities. mathematic , tatoutuos moo,.

al ’al and behavioral sciences and physical
and biological sciences.
According to an article in the CSI
newsletter Stateline, the task of sorting out
the complex issues surrounding a common
transfer curriculum for community college
students was started in 1986 by the
Intersegmental Comminee of the Academic
Senates.
Under the new plan, admission requirements for transfer students wilt remain the
same. Students who would like to transfer to
the CSU will have a c Nate 01 completing
either courses certified uncka the new IGETC
requirement,, or completing the CSU
General Education Breadth Requirements.
Once students choose to complete the
IGITC, how:ever, they are required to complete the full program poor to transfer, or he
sublect to the lower division general educa
non requirements of the campus to w hi ii
they would like to transfer.
"We’re still in the implementation pro
cess." Franco said. "but things arc going very
well."
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Brooke Shelby Biggs

A rumor of racism
us month, the Spartan Daily
was accused of racism.
This era is one of supersensitivity to minority issues,
especially on college
campuses where progressives and
change-makers generally establish
significant footholds and bring such
issues to the fore.
Hooray. It’s about time.
But there is a disturbing trend riding
this wave of new consciousness, and that
trend is sullying the credibility of people
who are literally trying to do the right
thing.
Suddenly, there is a movement to
censor anything that might cast a
minority in a poor light, regardless of
whether that light is deserved or not.
The Spartan Daily ran a story Oct. 9
about a black man who had reported to
the University Police Department that he
had been the victim of a hate crime. He
said he was a student at SJSU, and that
members of the Sigma Alpha Mu
fraternity had shouted racial epithets at
him after denying him entrance to a
party.
It was revealed that the man had not
followed through on filing the report
with the UPD, so the investigation had
been held up.
The reporter who wrote the story
investigated the man’s status and found
that he was not a student, as he had told
police. According to Admissions and
Records, he cannot register because his
records are on hold for an undisclosed
disciplinary action.
The story went on to say the man
owes money to the university and has
outstanding parking tickets, according to
the UPD.
The Daily’s justification for running
the details of the man’s status was to
supply a possible explanation for why he
had told UPD he was a student, but had
never returned to follow up on the report.
After all, it seemed reasonable to
conclude that it would be in his best
interest not to spend a lot of time in the
police department, where he might be
called on his ticket problem.
That justification had nothing to do
with the man’s skin color.

T

The angry calls and often just plain
hateful mail we’ve received from black
students on this campus, frankly, took me
completely by surprise.
The gist of all the messages is that
printing information about black people
that makes them appear irresponsible, or
even tangentially associated with a
crime, is racist even if the information
is true.
One angry letter writer accused us of
"assassinating (the man’s) character"
deliberately attempting "to discredit his
allegation of racial harassment." The
letter included nasty personal attacks on
the reporter who wrote the story, an
ironic attempt to tear down her
credibility as revenge.
I believe the Spartan Daily is sensitive
to minority issues. But what that
statement of philosophy means to us may
not be what some minorities wish it
were.
We cannot print the truth only
other people’s versions of it. We print the
facts that pertain to our stories. Race has
little to do with that.
We print news events, happenings,
occurrences. The clubs and political
groups that make the most noise get the
most coverage.
In my opinion, minority groups on
this campus ARE practically invisible
and ignored. But a little hell-raising
could change that.
The object shouldn’t be to silence the
press but to get the press to trumpet the
existence of minorities on this campus.
True, it takes more effort to get the
positive into a newspaper than the
negative, but the effort should be worth
it.
One woman told me she’d given up
on SJSU and the Spartan Daily
nothing ever changes. She’s just tired of
fighting, she said.
It will be a sad day when minorities
give up. That will be the beginning of the
end of civil rigia., and there’s nothing
the Spartan Daily will be able to do to
stop it then.
Brooke Shelby Biggs is the Daily
executive editor.
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Traci Deguchi
The gift of good parenting
t may have taken years for me to
realize it, but there’s something
much more valuable than the
millions of dollars in the
California lottery or a relationship
constantly fired with red-hot romance.
I couldn’t have been a more fortunate
person to have the most precious and
giving item of all: parents.
If there were some reason behind this
realization, I guess it would be the
college stress that often puts me in
slumps that can only to be cured by a
home-cooked meal and a listening ear.
Also, after spending time in the
residence halls, I noticed that many of
my fellow residents waited months to see
their parents, and they often had to drive
hundreds of miles to get "home." I feel
fortunate that my parents are within short
driving distance.
Call me a spoiled kid for not entirely
cutting off my parents from my college
life, but! think my mom and dad are two
people who are simply too important to
abandon in place of one’s new-found
adult confidence.
Besides, I love ’em.
Even after all the hell I may have
caused them, Mom and Dad still go the
extra mile. When I come home every
now and then, they remind me to do my
laundry and make sure I have enough
groceries. And each time I leave their
house after dinner, my mom won’t stop
nagging me until I at least take a can of
tuna or green beans home in my

backpack. With this, I’m thankful that
my parents believe their role is lifelong,
not just until! turn 21.
Nowadays, parents are more
influential than they might think. One
idea that has been disregarded as the
urban population grows is that parents
are, in fact, the foundation for a strong
family unit. As a family spends days
upon days together, parents are often the
sole influence to the little ones, able to
mold their personalities and shape their
attitudes toward the family.
However, as a tight budget pushes
parents to work more, Mom and Dad
may find it hard to spend quality time
with their kids. Children are often left in
another one’s care, often taking Bart
Simpson or a Ninja Turtle for a role
model. How can kids look up to dad
when he’s now Homer Simpson?
Even as young people today are given
increased awareness on AIDS, drug
abuse and the importance of education
through every form of media, parents
should be the first to tell the children
about these things.
I’m not yet a parent, and I don’t plan
on being one until I know that I can be
financially ready and psychologically set
to bring someone into this world to raise
them as best as! can. With raising kids,
however, my parents have given me a
tough act to follow, and I thank them
deeply.

Raul Dominguez Spanan Dads

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Puppet strings and
blinders
Editor,
I am not only tired of Jack Trageser’s
ignorance and lack of awareness, but I am
also sick and offended by the brash and
completely asinine comments he seems to
continually come up with. Does he write in
the dark?
Regarding the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings, Trageser seems to completely miss the point and goes for the cheap
way out by evading the real issue and being
sensationalistic. Although I feel Anita Hill’s
performance was extremely credible and
Thomas’ was simply evasive and hostile,
that’s not what this is about. This is about
questions leading to a possible confirmation
to the highest court in the land. The man has
no stance on anything, including Roe vs.
Wade; has been a federal court judge for less
than two years; and quite frankly, was a safe
conservative token black choice to support
Bush’s point of view which degrades and
restricts human rights in general. How can
this man be confirmed’!
Tragescr must like having puppet strings
and blinders on. He must be a perfect individual who does not falter, ever. How can he
dismiss a sexual harassment allegation
regardless of how long ago it happened? I
suggest Trageser would not come forward
now this early in his career (for lack of abetter word) if he were sexually harassed for
fear of losing his job, or just plain embarrassment. But I keep forgetting, he’s pedect
and he of course would come forward with
said information. Can he be that blind to
simple human fears and anxieties" Is he that
ignorant and insensitive?
Trageser obviously is intimidated by

women who "bitch" and feels a need to lash
out with completely right-wing, conservative, knee-jerk reactions. How sad that students here at SJSU have to put up with this
garbage and unenlightened points of view.
Trageser should seek employment with
any news rag that will take him. I’ve had
enough of his dim-witted, uninformed,
unprofessional crap.
John H. Lamas
Senior
Theatre Arts

Zionism not a religion
F.ditor,
I am once again compelled to respond to
the confusion around the controversial issue
of Zionism, sparked by the Oct. 11, 1991 letter entitled, "Zionism is not Racism". I
would just like to encourage all students, of
all denominations to do one small thing, that
is be a student and go to the library and
research this topic.
Instead of trying to argue with Ms.
Friedman,! would only like to suggest a few
points to guide the conscious and inquisitive
student in some research.
First of all, the Zionist movement had its’
initial organized political meeting in Europe
(Basel, Switzerland) in 1897 at the first
World Zionist Congress. One of the founding fathers of the Zionist Movement was
Theodore Herzl; he was not a Jew. He is
quoted as having refused to "give up his
dream of Palestine even if he was granted
Uganda, for the onus of development was to
he home by the Eastern Jewish poor, who it
was believed, could he mobilized only on a
religious basis, and used only if zionist plans
were associated with the so-called "Holy

Zionism is not a religion, and all Jews are
not Zionists. For some conscious people,
there is only one Jew (like all Jews know
there is only one God), and that is a religious
Jew. Muslims and Jews are no more races
than are Roman Catholics and Protestants.
Zionism is a reactionary and dying political movement which falsifies the Judaic religion. It wPks to make the religion racist, and
to give to it a material base by building an
exclusive religious state on earth. Zionism is
an expression of a false nationalism among
some Jews. It is the distortion of religious
aspirations to a political whim. God’s
promise to the children of Israel can only be
realized in a spiritual sense.
The Israel of the Bible has God as
sovereign. In the zionist state of Israel, political parties are sovereign. The enemies of the
biblical Israel are struck down by God.
In November, 1975 the United Nations
General Assembly passed a resolution
declaring that zionism is racism. It is a wellcalculated racist ideology which deliberately
confuses the categories of religion, race and
national identity in order to achieve its fascist goal.
As conscious men and women, we must
be serious in our attempts to understand,
analyze and assess world history and current
events. Zionism is not a religion! The
Balfour Declaration of 1917 which "gave"
zionism the "illegal claim" to establish a
zionist state (which they incorrectly called a
"Jewish National Homeland") in Palestine,
was granted by British Imperialism, not by
GOD! I beg all conscious students of truth to
do some honest research.
Nehanda lmara
Graduate
Environmental Studies

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
page. Contributions to the page are
encouraged from students, staff, faculty
and others who are interested in the university at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum
page must be turned in to the Letters to the
Editor box in the Spartan Daily newsroom,
WLN 104, during office hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, the Spartan Daily, department of mass communications, San Jose
State University, San Jose, CA 951920149. Articles and letters must contain the
author’s name, phone number, address,
Forum

class standing and major (if a student).
Contributions must be typed or submitted on 3.5" Macintosh -compatible disc
(Microsoft Word).
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for grammar, libel, spelling and length.
Categories available to non -Daily
staffers arc:
Campus voice: 300-500 word essays on
current campus, political, or personal
issues. Submissions should be well
researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to Spartan Daily articles, or

calling attention to a particular issue or
point of view.
Reporters/Editors forum: Opinion
pieces written by Spartan Daily staff writers/editors which do not necessarily represent the views of the Spartan Daily, the
department of mass communications or
SJSU. Reporters are prohibited from writing opinions on issues they cover for news
sections.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces
which appear in the upper-left corner of the
forum page that are the majority opinion of
an editorial board comprised of Spartan
Daily editors.

Traci Deguchi is a Daily staff writer.
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MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOC.:
Friday prayers, 1 p.m., S.(J. Guadalupe
Room. call 241-0850.
LDS STUDENT ASSOC.: Latter
Day Saints Student Assoc. presents:
awareness
Haiti. 12:30
p II) LDS Institute of Religion (7th &
San Fernando streets) .call 286-3313.
AS1S: A.S. Leisure Services: 3 -a-side

1)AILV

Sun

just State I raver %I4 II Friday, Ot wber lat.,s-91

SpartaGuicle is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations at
no c !num:. Deadline for submission: 5 p.m. two days before public atita I. 101MS are avadabk
at the Spartan Daily, WLN 104. Limited space may force redudng the number of insertions.

intramural basketball league sign up
deadline, pick-up rosters at Student
Services (old cafeteria bldg.), call 924.
5961 or 924-5962.
PHI ALPHA THETA: Panel
discussion- "History and education
current trends and opportunities," 3:30
p.m., DMH 150, call 924.5518.
P.E.P.: National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week: Film festival, 10
S.U. Almaden Room, call 9245945.

JEWISH STUDEN1 UNION:
Shabbat dinner. 7:30 p.m., April’s
house, call 725-8269.
AKBAVAN CLUB: Ice cream
social/talent show, 7 p.m , Nonliside
Community Center (6th and Empire
streets), call 297-2169

g47geOM 19

PHONE: 924-3280
FAX: 924-3282

THEA1 RE ARES DANCE
DEPT.: Dam, ill the Works, 8 pall.,
Dance Simla, Theatre Room 219 (5th
& San Carlos suetts), call 924-451

JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
Barbeyue. bring your own meat, 11:30
am., Rautnow Park(neiu Lyntwook
High School), call 725-8269

cf6(/1/9,4’720

///o/vw27

CATHOLIC NEWMAN
COMMUNITY: Sunday masses. 6
p.m., Campus Christian Chapel, 8
p.m., St. Joseph’. Cathedral. call 2980204.

(.A REI It PLANNING k
PLAC E. M NT: On -campus
interview orientation. 12:30 p.m., S.U.
Almaten Room, call 924-6033

LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:
’ionwity meeting, o p .n . tIC209, call
924-6350.
ASLS: A.S. Lenore Sers ices
Creative journal writing wiwkshop, 6
U Almaden Room. sign-ups in
A. S Husttiess (nine. $15 student, 520
0011 student aid alumni, olii 9245961
YOUNG REPUBLICANS:
Meeting, 5 p.m . tvIH 401, call 510538-3996.

Moss Landing satellite campus lacks
comparable university police force

ARE YOU SOBER ENOUGH TO DJ?

By Robert 1/rut’s khaninici
1/4J1 suff arm r
The Moss Landing Marine Lab’s
temporary home in Salinas is not
patrolled by the SJSU University
Police, and police officials said the
campus is safe enough not io need a
formal agreement with a police apartment for protection.
The campus, which moved to
Salinas after the 1989 earthquake
demolished its old home, has had only
a "handful" of crimes over the past 10

years, act. ording to LTD Spokesniaii
Richard S taley.
-There have been very few incidents out there," Staley said.
Accor ding to Staley, the Moss
Landing Marine lab’s classrooms and
other faci hues are patrolled by the
Salinas Po lice Department on a "reguliu" basis . and he said he feels that
more protrx non is not ncyrkst.
But o ne official at the Salinas
Police De partmmt, who wished to be
unidentifi ed, said the campus is only
patrolled’ ’as often as any othei bustness in the town."

And it smalls as it student, (eel line
about the situation. One student, who
did not want tier Ilaille used because
she works tor the college. says the college IS "sale."
"1 work here unul 10 or II at night,
and I’m not too worried about it. We
have a caretaker on the campus that’s
always here, and I feel safe with him
around," the student said.
Before the October. 1989 earthquake, the campus was in Monterey,
and did not receive any inure police
protection at that site than in Salinas.
Staley said.

Democrats, police criticize cut in state alcohol investigators
SACRAMENTO
(AP)
- Democratic legislators and police
Thursday blasted a Wilson administration plan to cut the state’s alcohol
licensing operauon about 20 percent,
saying it will lead to more crimes,
deaths and government spending.
"Without a doubt you will see more
crime; you will see more injuries and
deaths," Yuba City Police Chief Roy
Harmon
told
the
Assembly
Governmental Organiz.ation Committee. "We will spend more money in
the long run than we will ever save in
these cuts."
Harmon and several other police
officials testified at a frequently acrimonious hearing on the administration’s plan to cut the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control’s budget

Press tip No. 4:
11111111Cr

Officer Schroder of the SJPD administers
a sobriety test to Gigette, a KSJS disc

"Why do certain stories get covered
while others are ignored?" Every per= on a newsreper looks for things

01,14

jockey, after a controlled drinking experiment for Alcohol Awareness Week.

that will interest its audience. That’s
called ne ws judgment. For some journalists that means if it bleeds it leads.
For other s it may be their sense of

inoocyinalung agency.
"With a budget of $23 million,
ABC retunts to the general func. ,venues in excess of S1. millior.
(through liquor license tees and fines)
in essence, a $10 milissi profit to
the taxpayers of California.’ she said.
"In business, it seldom makes sense
to shut down a profit center. I want to
know why the opposite should be true
in government"
She said the cuts would cost the
state most of the nearly $34 million a
year in fines it raises from liquor
license violations and could mean the
loss of "hundreds of thousands of dollars" in other tines and licensing fees.
"In short, the $4.9 million cut ...
could actually result in a net loss to the
general fund," Lee said.
social consciousness. But if we don’t
know about the story it won’t be covered at all. So call John Bessa, our
news editor at 924-3280.

APPLY YOURSELF

Cranston
ethics case
heading
toward
resolution
WASHINGTON (AP) After
being Sc) roundly criticized for the
Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings, the Senate had better not claim
it’s deadkxleti on the last ethics case
.temming froni the Keating savings
and loan affair, a member of the ethics
committee said Thursday.
Sen. Trent Lott, R -Miss., had
pkumed to introduce a such remilution
in the ease of Sen. Alan Cranston,
who solicited money from Charles H.
Keating Jr. while intervening with regulators for the onetime S&L owner
But Lott said he decided it would
Is’ a "copout." Instead, the ctxmnittee
agreed on a renewed commiunent to
resolve the ease. Lott told reporters
,d ter 3 Clostx1 %wain of the panel.
Senate sources have said for
months that the ethics panel was deadlocked .3 3, along partisan lines, on
whether to send Cranston’s case to the
full chamber for a censure vote.
Lou said the Senate’s image after
die hearings on the confirmation Of
lbomas to the Supreme Court was a
lactor in his decision to drop his
olanned resolution.
The Senate came under stinging
riticism from Americans for as polioit’d hearings last weekend on sexual
harassment allegations against
!bonus, who was confirmed Tuesday.
"The American people would say,
We can’t even resolve that. Lott
said, nierring to the Cranston investigation that formally began 21 months
ago.
"The world has changed. Things
an: different than they were a month
ago. For the committee to say we can’t
come to a conclusion reflects badly on
the Senate. There’s a renewed feeling
we have to find a solution."
Cranston has vigorously denied
allegations he improperly solicited
contributions from S& 1. owner
Charles H. Keating Jr. - while contacting regulators on Keating’s behalf.
Cranston received about $1 million
from KeaUng and associates, but contended his lurid -raising activities were
no different than any other senator
who would judge him.

u cia

by $4.9 ml Ilion.
Departm ent Director Jay Stroh said
the cuts, part of a tax -increases-and cuts plan to eliminate a $14 billion
revenue sh onage, would result in the
layoff of 1 34 of the deparunent’s 197
investigators , who poke liquor stores,
bars and the rest of the state’s 73,000
liquor lac ense4N.
Assem blyman Richard Katz, DPanorama City, said the layoffs would
result in m ore liquor sales to minors,
more drui-dten driving and greater goveminent c osts down the road.
-If they ’re going to save $5 million
today, how are they going to pay for
the increased costs in the future?" he
asked.
Assemb lywornan Barbara Lee, LiOakland, said the cuts would cripple a
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With production facilities in Europe.
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for the semiconductor equipment industry.
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Our efforts have paid ott with enor inous success. If you want to share in our
success, explore the following opportunities to join us.

I3RAKE SPECIAL

Front Disc or Rear Drum
Install NEW Organic Pads ,,,
Resurface Rotors or Drums
Inspect Hydraulic Systems
Repack Wheel Bearings
REG.
Inspect Four Wheels
$19.96
Add Fluid if Neressarv
Aduist brakes Road test
5/,’,, 4.
Additional parts & labor often needed at suostantlal extra cost.

We currently have positions in Engineering for students graduating with a degree in any of the t011owinc4
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neering. Chemical Engineering or Materials Science.
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Presentations in both English and
Japanese will be held on
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Eating to
a disorder
Look around you. It could be the
woman who sits next to you in your
math class, or maybe the guy you
passed walking by Tower Hall. No
matter how much we try to deny it, eating disorders arc extremely prevalent
on college campuses today.
Between one and four percent of
females in the United States is anorexic. Additionally, 20 parent of college
females suffer from bulimia, as do five
percent of college males.
In our society we have an unhealthy
preoccupation with appearances.
Advertising and marketing strategies
are an ideal example of these attitudes.
You will never see a frumpy, out-ofshape, average-looking woman advertising a product. Instead, we are presented with a constant barrage of
Christy Brinkleys and Cindy
Crawfont.
Even young children are socialized
to believe that thinner is better.
Just look at Barbie dolls. Have you
ever seen a bad-looking Barbie don?
We are raised to think that this is
how we should look. Many women
strive to live up to this image as adults
and the result, all too often, is eating
disorders.
The facts suggest that this is a serious problem in our society. Our obsession with dieting and weight loss has
led us to become a nation of unhealthy
people.
Eating disorders are classified as
obsessive -compulsive behavior.
Anorexia, bulimia and overeating are
three main types of eating disorders.
Overeating tends to affect men at a
higher rate than women.
Anorexia involves fasting, low selfesteem, distorted body image and a
loss of 25 percent of normal body
weight. Anorexics harbor an intense
fear of becoming fat. This ailment
tends to affect the upper classes more
frequently than the working class.
Bulimia is a disorder in which binging and purging are the dominant characteristics. Bulimic individuals lose or
gain 10 pounds in a cycle and usually
eat large amounts of sweets when they
binge.
At even more risk for eating discrders than the average student are student athletes. The main problem is that
athletes am told by their coaches to lose
weight and drop pounds, but not counseled in the proper way to do it. Sports
like boxing, bodybuilding, crew, football and wrestling have weight classifications for competition and optimum
weight must be reached and maintained. This often leads to the development of eating disorders in order to
"make weight."
Some other sports that are plagued
by appearance and weight are dancing,
gymnastics, long distance running,
swimming and cross-country skiing.
Because of improper training and
little to no supervision by coaches and
trainers of how to lose weight, these
athletes will be negatively affected and
may even be permanently damaged.
Our society needs to put less
emphasis on a perfect body through
advertising, peer pressure and overall
socio-cultural pressure. We are a society of individuals, not Barbie dolls.
If you know someone who, or think
someone you know, has an eating disorder, counseling is available.
Sacrificing your body and health in
order to live up to society’s expectations of what you should be, is not
worth the price you will ultimately pay.
Anne Douquees health and fitness
column appears every Friday.
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SJSU vs.
Pacific
ff:
Kicko7p.m.

By Pete Boren
Duly staff

Lynn Henson Daily staff photographet

Back-up quarterback Jeff Garcia catches a
toss during a recent practice at South
Campus. The SJSU football team (3-2) takes

on the University of Pacific Tigers (2-4)
Saturday at 7 p.m. in Spartan Stadium. SJSU
is currently 3-0 in the Big West Conference.

Iter

SJSU football team is finally
corning home.
After starting the 1991 season with
five straight road games, the Spanans
(3-2) will play their first home contest
Saturday against the University of the
Pacific (2-4).
"It’s a relief to be home," SJSU
safety Heshimu Colar said. "We’re
tired of (the road)."
The Tigers are hoping to tire out
SJSU at home also. They bring a team
loaded with offensive weapons to
Spartan Stadium Saturday evening.
Quarterback Troy Kopp is coming
off a six-touchdown day against Cal
Poly San Luis Obispo which earned
him Big West Offensive Player of the
Week honors. He is currently the Big
West’s top-ranked player in total
offense, racking up 288.8 yards per
game. UOP is hailing Kopp as a
Heisman Trophy Candidate, though at
least a dozen other NCAA programs
are doing the same for their passers.
Widcout Aaron Turner has been on
the receiving end of most of Kopp’s
tosses. He is currently the nation’s
leader in receiving yardage per contest
with 141.8. Turner is also near a milestone. The junior needs 100 yards
receiving against the Spartans to tie
the NCAA record of seven consecutive 100-yard games.
The Tigers are not solely a passing
team either. Their ground attack has
been equally as strong behind the talents of tailback Ryan Benjamin. He
has run for 876 yards on 103 carries
which comes to an impressive 8.5
yard average per rushing attempt. Not
only is he the Big West’s top rusher
but also the country’s leader in all-purpose yardage with 1,655.
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Benjamin’s ability will be tester
this weekend as SJSU COMCS in as the
Big West’s top-rated run defense. The
Spartans have only given up 83.),
yards a game on the ground.
SJSU head coach Terry Shea is
very satisfied with the performance of
his defense.
"The defense is playing as well as
we can ask them to play," Shea said.
A lot of the credit can be given to
rapidly improving linebacker Ray
Bowles. Bowles ,who started the season as a reserve, was named the Big
West Defensive Player of the Week on
Monday. He accumulated two sacks
against New Mexico State and leads
the squad in sacks with 3.5.
Colar has also been extremely
effective on defense. He leads the
team in tackles with 38, including 23,
unassisted. Shea calls Colar "one ot.
the finest DBs in the country."
Offensively, the Spanans will enter’
the game with a unit certainly capable
of matching UOP’s output. ’They arc
ranked third in the league in total
offense, just behind the Tigers.
Tailback Maceo Barbosa is coming
off a 118-yard rushing performance
against the Aggics. He leads the team
in rushing with 409 yards.
Receiver Walter Brooks Jr. had his
best game as a Spartan last weekend,
finishing with 155 yards on four
receptions.
If SJSU can continue to move the
ball effectively, Saturday’s contest
may become the high-scoring affair
many anticipate.
"It’s going to be a big battle," UOP
head coach Walt Harris said.
And the Spartans are only too
happy to be playing in this potential
battle on their home turf.
"We’re pumped," Colar said.

Swim team opens season against Nevada
By Shigeru Nishiwalti
specs! to the Daily
Saturday’s football game will not
be the only home opener for SJSU
sports. The women’s swim team will
be hosting the University of Nevada at
the Aquatic Center on Saturday to
open the 1991-1992 season.
Coming off a 7-5 season, the best
in SJSU history, the Spartans are led
by a new head coach. RoseAnn
Benson replaces Vaune Kadlubek,
who had coached the team for the past
two seasons.
"1 think we are making big strides,"
Benson said. "Now that they are starting to get in shape, they are looking
much better in the water."
Benson is no stranger to collegiate
coaching, having coached at various
schools, including Southern Illinois
and James Madison universities.
The Spartans return six members
from last season’s squad, but have lost
two key members. Sophomore Cathy
Dougherty has not taken part in fall
workouts due to a back injury suffered
in an auto accident, while Dina Ross
has left the team for personal reasons.
The duty of replacing them will fall
on a number of first-year swimmers.
Freshman Nicole Gagnon, the only
scholarship newcomer, figures to be a
top contender.
"Nicole Gagnon is looking very

990 COLOR COPIES
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good," Benson said. "I think that in a
lot of meets, she should win her
events. She is very talented, particularly in the freestyle."
Other promising freshmen include
Becky Bragg and Susi Bond.
Among the returning members
only one, team captain Maria Bond,
has more than one season of major
college swimming experience. Last
season’s MVP, Karen Teitsworth,
returns for her sophomore season, as
doi.s her twin sister Sharon.
Last season, SJSU was soundly
beaten by Nevada 137-68 in the
Spartans’ season opener.
The Wolfpack went on to finish the
regular season 12-0, finishing in second place in the Pacific Collegiate
Swimming Conference, behind Cal
State Northridge
"I think Nevada is going to be a
real challenge for us," Benson said.
They’ve done a lot of recruiting and
they are in Nevada, which in general is
in a better budgetary situation than
California is.
"I think the team is pretty positive
going in. We are looking forward to
seeing what kind of times we can do."
Nevada will be led by senior sprinter Kristin Gemiann, freshman sensation Katy Lukens, both Senior
Nationals qualifiers, and sophomore
Bonnie Fryer, the team’s best performer in the breast stroke.

The Spartans hope to improve on
last year’s performance. The 1991-92
schedule includes Big West foes
Fresno State, UC-Irvine and Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo.
The home schedule includes four
meets. San Francisco State visits the
Aquatic Center on Oct. 26, while UCDavis faces the Spartans on Nov. 16.
The other home meets are against
Sacramento State and UC-San Diego
on Jan. 25.
The Spartans will face their toughest competition of the season in March
at the Big West Championships in
Long Beach. UC-Santa Barbara has
captured the title five of the past eight
years, and finished second behind
UNLV in 1991.
Last season, SJSU finished last at
the Big West Championships for the
fifth straight season since joining the
conference in 1986.
Gregg Wilson, head coach at
UCSB, one of the top teams in the Big
West, said he feels that the coaching
change will have a positive impact on
SJSU’s swimming program.
Wilson also praised SJSU’s
Aquatic Center, considered by many
to be one of the finest facilities in the
state of California.
"I look for San Jose to improve if
there is consistency," Wilson said.
"San Jose is in a great location in the
Bay Area and they’ve pot a great tacit -

Delta Gamma

ity."
"We are looking forward to swimming in that gorgeous facility, it’s a
great pool," Nevada head coach Mike
Anderson said.

Due to lack of funding, many of the
swim team members will be found
selling game programs at the football
game Saturday night, just hours after
the meet.

1991-92 SJSU Swimming Schedule
Oct. 19

Univ. of Nevada

2 p.m.

Oct. 26

San Francisco St.

noon

Nov. 2

Fresno St./ Cal Poly SLO

1 p.m.

Nov. 16

UC-Davis

noon

Nov. 23

UC-Santa Cruz

noon

Dec. 7

Cal State Hayward

noon

Jan. 15

UC-San Bernadino

3 p.m.

Jan. 16

UC-Irvine

3 p.m.

Jan. 25

Sac St./ UC-San Diego

noon

Feb. 1

Univ. of Nevada

1:30 p.m.

Feb. 13-15

Big West Championships

’FBA

home meets (in bold face) at SJSU Aquatic Center
"The best American movie of the Nineties!"
- Donald Lyons, FILM COMMENT

RIVER
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Anchor Splash
Saturday, October 19 at SUREC Pool
10:30- 1:30
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WORLD EVENTS

Spain. The group has claimed responsibility
for the deaths of 35 people this year, nearly
700 people have been killed in its 23 -year
campaign of violence.
ETA’s numerous attacks in Madrid have
usually targeted police and military officers
and their families.
Meanwhile, several bombs exploded in the
central province of Ciudad Real on nearly
completed high-speed rail lines connecting
Madrid and the southern city of Seville,
police said. There were no immediate reports
of injuries.
News reports said an anonymous caller to
the state railway claimed responsibility for the
attacks in the name of the October 1 Anti Fascist Resistance Group, or GRAPO. Police
said there did not appear to be any connection
between the two series of bombs.
GRAPO began years ago as a leftist
group, but it has become more radical and its
current aims are unclear.

@ Madrid bombings
kill one, wound six

4k
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4
an outer space
movie’ woman says
PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. (AP) - A
lonely hippopotamus that broke free from a
wildlife park looked like an extraterrestrial to
the woman who discovered it wandering outside her home in the dark.
"All of a sudden, I looked out on the property and I saw a massive creature. My first
thought was a prehistoric creature," Sue
Smith recalled. "It was like an outer space
movie."
There, glistening under a street light, was
8-year-old Garth, a 2-ton hippopotamus that

had escaped late Monday night or early
Tuesday from the Octagon Wildlife
Sanctuary, about a quarter mile down the
road.
The hippo broke out after the 5-foot electric fence around his several-acre enclosure
short-circuited after heavy rains, said Octagon
spokeswoman Judy Maupin.
Garth has had wanderlust since the death
of his twin brother, Percy, in August, she said.
The two came to Octagon four years ago
from a Florida circus, where they were billed
as "racing hippos:.
"He was looking for his brother," Ms.
Maupin said. "He’s just lonely out there at
night. He’s a big old lovable guy."
The hippo was one of many former circus
and amusement park animals brought to
Octagon by the sanctuary’s owner and cura-

MADRID, Spain (AP)
Bombs ngged
to three cars exploded in the Spanish capital
today, killing an army officer and seriously
wounding six people as they headed to work
and school, police said
No group claimed responsibility for the
explosions, which ripped through three
Madrid neighborhoods. But Madrid’s top
police official, Segismundo Crespo, said they
were the work of the Basque separatist group
ETA.
All the blasts were set off when people
started their cars to head for work or take
children to school, police said.
The first explosion, at 8 am., killed army
Lt. Francisco Carballan, 47, and injured a
teen-age girl who was walking near the car.
A I3-year-old girl and her mother suffered
serious injuries when the second bomb
exploded about 9 am., 200 yards from the
first blast. Hospital officials said the girl
would probably lose most of both legs.
A man walking near the explosion suffered injuries from flying metal and debris.
An army major lost both legs in the third
explosion, at 11:30 a.m., and a woman
believed to be his sister was seriously injured.
ETA, an acronym that stands for homeland
and liberty in the Basque language, is a separatist organiiation that seeks independence for
the three -province northern Basque region of

0 Giant iceberg drifts
north into South
Atlantic
LONDON (AP) - An iceberg about the
of Rhode Island has drifted a few hundred miles farther north from Antarctica into
the South Atlantic shipping lanes, scientists
said Thursday.
They said it would begin melting rapidly
in the warmer waters, but warned ships that
the iceberg could create its own fog as warm
air hits the ice block that rises as much as 200
feet out of the water.
The iceberg, which is now about 40 by 45
miles, has lost about a quarter of its area since
it was first reported drifting myth about three
Ntic

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
X-rays - no charge.
SAVE WONEY and your TEETH
Enroll noel For brochure see
A.S. Office or
Call 800E55.3225

SEIZED CARS, trucks, Wets,
4 wheelers, motorhornes, by FBI.
IRS. DES Available your area now
Call 805 682-7555 Ext. C-1255

COMPUTERS

ISM 288-12 COMPATIBLE mono
sys 1mb RAM, 1 44 drive. 40 mb
EGG DONORS NEEDED to help HD, mono monitor, warranty plus
infertIleCouples achieve pregnancy. softwares $700/c baa Molt sell
The Fertility and Reproductive Fells 8792823.
Health Institute of Northern Cantor.
nia Is recruiting women 18 35 to
donate eggs Requires testing 2
hours dolly for approximately two
weeks Egg donors are compensat.
ed financially for their time Call DELTA ZETA -THANKS for a great
Saundra at 14C61358-2500
time at your TYS Love, The men of
Alpha Tau Omega

GREEK

85,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California Rates
as low as $20 per month For
brochure, call
(408) 252.7300
VOWNIEER LEADERS NEEDED for
Inner City Children / youth
Serve with Cityteam Ministries
Youth outreach in bible clubs.
tutoring, discipleship
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby
1408) 998 4770
AFRICAN CONNECTION bookstore
Books, greeting cards, games etc
463 So Bascom Av San Jose, Ca
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources
of mailable college cash Our per
sonallred Financial Planning Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Call for a free copy
of ’1.0 Ways To Stretch Your Schol.
arshlp Chances’ 408 733.8228
ARE YOU APPLYING TO GRADS!.
ATE SCHOOL? The Princeton
Review seeks Pre Law, Pre Bust,
ness and other prospective gradu
ate students interested in taking a
FREE LSAT. GMAT or GRE diagnostic
cram Call (408) 288 9874 to
make you reservation Call Today.
"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae A scl
dolpholus etc ) on hand now Sys
cial money making/saving plan for
sororities, hats gratOs Gen brain
food/body rebuilding Items from
Ilona In SH 211 Of write; Plan 196,
PO Box 9, S .1 CA 95103 Phone
408 4928827 Free yeast solftest
OPEN MOUE
Oh, put God to the test and see
how kind Heist
Honor your father and mother,
that you may have a long,
good life
You must not murder
You must not commit adultery
You must rot steel
You must not lie.
You must not be greedy
S Chet PO Box 180315
Cupertino, CA 95018

AUTOMOTIVE
Se CHEVY SPRINT 5sp. 86 kml,
1 owner ex gas mg. reliable,
compact 11999/00 o
Call Linda 914 3243
AUTO MSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving 5151) for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Deters’
’Good Rates for ProrsGood Orksers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
"Fenny Multlear
CALL TODAY
298-5270
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 92

ATO WM ANNIHILATE THEM
Delta Gamma Anchor Splash ’91
Kick some butt, guys Love Ales.
Jill, Jana, Kim & Sasha
KAPPA DELTA, THANK YOU SO
much for all your hard work You’re
the best! Good luck on Sat Love.
your Anchor Splash Captains

Friday, (A tuber 18, 1991

CUSTOMER SERVICE
relinesentat ye needed for Rentas.
Car company Answering phones.
customer service, and light owe
Must be 21 years of age or 18
years with minimum of 12 unItS
Clean driving record required
Please call Patti at 7300900
IJAVN AERATION SALES
510. HOUR.
Guaranteed
weekends
Green Thumb Lawn Service
2490558

weeks ago.
Bernard Moran, an information officer
with the Shush Antartuc Survey, said satellite tracking showed the iceberg was about
450 miles southeast of the Falkland Islands
near the southern up of South Arnenca.
It is moving north at about IOU) 15 miles
a day.

NEWS

O Name the husband and wile duo
that coach rival volleyball programs at
SJSU and Santa Clara, respectively
(0 Who used two 1968 model biL,
before SJSU bought them in 1986’
Which four cities in the L,),
Angeles area will remain part of the
213 area code in a few weeks when
the 310 area code takes effect?
O How did a police officer in
Connecticut get a malignant tumor’
(0 During her ordeal over the past
months, what upset SJSU pri Karen Buckley the most?
ANSWERS I) John and Laune Cullen] 21 A
local musical group used the buses before the
owner repossessed them 3) Central Los
Angeles, Montebello, Maywood and pans of
Maywood. 4) Ile gut the tumor from holding
hand.held radar between hit legs. 5) The death
tither guinea pig Sophie

Edited hy Corn-,
Spartan Diu)) Assidant Y.no

FAX:

HOUSING
ROOMMATE WANTED Rent
$21250 2 bea / 2 bath share
room. 148 E Williams. Gateway
Ants Contact Ben King 971.4708
252/1M HOUSE Walk to
campus Sharp, updated bath &
kitchen w/Jennair, OW. Refrg
Formal D.R basement. Off street
parking Call 364.5e05

FEM. SHARE HOUSE w/same near
lite rail No smoking/drugs Clear
COMPUTER RETAIL SALES - Want
to have fun, while still maintaining
Responsible W/D $350 w uni
your school schedule. at get paid
225-4898
for It too? Den you will be glad to
Arrow that ComputerWere, the
original and best Mac software /
VILLAGE APARTMENTS
hardware rewriter. has Immediate
2 bd. 1 ba Start rig at $750 ,xxo
PT saes openings at our Sunnyvale Free basic cable T
Securhy under
highly
ground
parking Sun oeck & BBQ
store Candiciales must be
Mac literate Duties include
area $100 off last months rent
576S 5th St Krts 295-6893 or
cashiering, product demos. and
customer support. Cover letter &
Bob 377 3353 Leave message
resume to Personnel.
ComputerWare 2800W Baysnore
Rd . Palo Atto CA 94303
FREE ROOM Al BOARD In exchange
for part time Child care 17 Yr old/ &
light house work 10 min to
POSTAL MSS AVAILABLE!
Many positions Great benefits,
campus Prefer Education / Psych
major Call 295.2340. 85h for Alex
Call 805 882.7555 Ext, P-3310

UKE NEW 1 BR APTS.
Bright & airy
wnh AEK, DW. AC Gated parking.
intercom, laundry
Two roommates 0 K
Rent $685.5850
Also rent monthly parking only.
Quiet, nice for staff
1 biock from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
2974705

50% DISCOUNT ea all
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Enhance your natural beauty.
Eye liner. Eyebrows Lips. Cheeks
Small scars blended
Expires 12-25.91
Call Trish at 408 379.3500
Heir Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Campbell Ave all
Campbell, CA 95008

LOST as FOUND

BARE FT AUJ - PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop shaving-waxirg.
tweeeing.or using chemicais Len
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair Back. Cheat. lP
Bikini, Chin, Tummy, etc Students
faculty 15% discount. 1st spot
1/2 orce if made before December
25th Ilan Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. 017 Campbell, Cali 408 379-3500
Gwen. Trish or Market,
Regstered Eiectrologsts

QUIZ

Five correct - news stud. Ihree
to four - reads USA Today.
One to two - Where have you
been?

PHONE:

ALPHA PHI
Good luck in Anchor Splash.
Love. your coaches DG

924-3282
924-3277

WHEN THE HEST
IS ALL YOU NEED!
Papers Type,:
Laser Printer
Spell Check
$1 90 PP ancl up
Evening & weekend aPP,
Berryessa/Evergreer
254-4565

ATTENTION GRADS’
Let me assist you with your
Masters thesis/protect
Preparation Expertise on
APA/Turabtan formats 8 Grad
Office requirements. Will Edit
grammar, punctuation, sentence
structure (former English major)
Word Perfect & HP Laser
Willow Glen area Call Mrs Morton
266-9448 daily 8-8

PROMSIONAL TYPING SERVICE

FOUND SONY PULLOUT STEREO?
Lost XR7070,
with a black case. Friday at
Sweeney Hall
nitPLEASETiPt EASE "PLEASE".
Call 22111562. Reward! Reword
LOST, PAIR OF BLACK FRAMED
prescription sunglasses n brown
case Lost Oct 14
Reward s waiting"
Call Andy 510 551-2410.

REPOSSESSED IRS Foreclosed
homes available at below market
value Fantastic savings, ’Mu
repair Also
bailout properties Call 805 682.7555
Eat 141513

PERSONAL

saa.

ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE
Selyng
a month y
er,VePlerViAIS with acts & articles
Sample copy $2. year $12
PO Box 7010. Van Nuys. CA
91409 7010

MODEL SEARCH 51 Cosmopolitan 2 NORM / 2 BATH APT. 8770
International modeling agency 820 a mo Al Bann ’1 bath apt
COMPUTERMATE
seeking M / F for fashion. print and $600 a mo 12 mo lease Walk or
low COSI dating service
SIGMA CHI IS ANCHOR SPLASIII
T.V. commercial work. For free eve. ride bike to school 780 S 11th
FREE brochure. PO Box 612112,
uation- Cell 374-6090
Good luck form your Dee Gee
street. Laundry facilities, Security
S .1 CA 95161 2112
Captains Let’s cto
bldg., cable TV avail Remodeled,
800 4239199
very clean Call mgr 288-9157
Agents Wanteo
al FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your fraternity, sorority or other
HEY SIGMA NU. Psych up for
Anchor Splash, show therm your
campus group can earn between
JAPANESE STUDENTS: Reduced
rent In exchange for teaching owner
$50081000 In less than 7 days
stuff and go for in Iv, DO coaches.
You pay absolutely nothing
Japanese Rent master bedroom 1
RESUMES RESUMES
Cali 1-800735.2077 Est 3
block horn Light Rail S.ISU 10 min
Cover letters and essays
TO THE GENTLEMEN OF FIJI: Good
away Includes kitchen & w/d
High quality. reasonable retes
luck at Anchor Splash From your
$350 /mo 1/3 utilities 277.
Close to S.1SUi
POP SYSTEMS has job openings
coaches at Della Gamma.
3367 or 298 6182 Ask for Chris
Call Paul 408 9980538
in hightech computer industry
Excellent opportunity for graduating
marketing majors, or any
GOOD LUCK ALPHA OMICRON PI
2 SORM. 2 BATH 1750 Free canine
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
graduating senior Call
in Anchor Splash 1.991i"
Secured parking Quiet Ideal for 4 Ail subjects Paper, thesis develop
140810440301 for interest in a
ment, assistance Quatifted writ.
Love. your coaches
students 4th &William 9470803
full time or part time account
ers Editing Resumes
executive positron open
Work guaranteed Reasonable
Ramsey., 14151841 5036
PHI MILTS LET’S CRUISE back to
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
the 50’s and ’roil’ sway together
I bath star! $765 lee
P/T FLEX. HRS. Special event 2 norm
Can’t wat loon A
basic cable TV, Security Gates.
staff $6 hr 18. yrs No exp nec
LEARN TO FLYI
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
Cott Stanford DPS 415 723-4928
An levels prNate through
508 S 11th St
commercial Special I hour,
Call Dan 295.5258 or
introductory fight for $3500
Steve 729.0290
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scut?
Call lan at (408) 7233146
leave message
ENTERTAINMENT ’1112 - 2-4-1.
pen Applications accepted kt-F
for details
COupOrl books 4 dining, movies.
2 305 00 1235 Oakmeaci Pkwy
sports & travel Great gifts & good Sunnyvale, 245.2911 Convenientk
located off few 101 A Lawrence
4 students $35 Brian 2413497
Esrey See you soon’

SERVICES

FOR SALE

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC! Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidential Your own sten,*
drone or 1 sposatle
Cali 247 741111.
33.
awe San lose

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL
V couriers and
rtents also need
0,1 Cnr,tmas. Spring and Summer
’or Amusement Park employment
Call 805 682-7555 Ext. E166
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO 007
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe, U 5’
Make your Christmas plans now
Call for tow airfares
408 497-3647 Arlene

WORDPROCESSING
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
term Papers, theses, resumes
letters, reports All formats
Steno series Pick up and delivery
for large bobs 20 years
experience MA in English
Call Margaret.
Sam to 8 pm, it 2518775

EXPERIENCED WORD Processors,
familiar witry APA/Turabian
formats Science and English
Papers Our speciany Free seen
crseck/storage Lowcost setting
and graonirs Resumes and nrhei
,
a.a a,
Ca

Theses, Casc_a*e
APA ,
Turabian Desatop Pubasistre,
Graphic Design & Layout
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakricee Mall 2246395

P.

AAANI EXPERIENCED MPIST
Let me do nw typ.
Resumes term papers
e
etc Grew & undergrad 9,0
days (eves & weekends by appt .
IBM Comp / Laser Printer
Call Anna 9724992
TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Original Joe’s
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$1 50.82 00 page
Macintosh laser print.
Notes. papers, tellers
flyers, resumes. etc Free editing
Dohmnann Business Center
325 S 1st St. 151 Fl 2830700
TYPING / WORDPROCESSING
From $2 per page
Free pickup / delivery on campus
Phone 406 338-2279
LETTERS, RESUMES, FLYERS
arid small jobs by a prO
Laser Panting
Pee disk storage
Call Evelyn at
EDP SERVICES
27D8014
CLt
.

MARSHA 2669448 for word
Word Perfect 5 1
,
it Specialize editire,
e g grammar, sentence structure.
formatting IAPA, Turablan MLA)
Can also edit your 51/4 disk in WP
5 0/5 1 or ASCII Assistance with
all Phases of thesis, term payer. ift
resume preparation ESL students
weicone Wild* Gen area

my PING II WORDPROC(SSING
$2 PER Pk ti
.
\ 29 ’
A NEATLY ryPEO PAPER

English leacher
,
you in imPros ng
G PA Foregr ,
welcome C
t
at WRiTI 7
1408) 29’ -lion
AFFORDABLE & EXPERiENC Eli
wordprocess ,
reports. group J...
letters. theses.,,..
etc All formats .
SPe,check. ounctua" ,
ass stance All work ,Ca" PAM 247 2681 ’Or VoOf fpe 00.,
clependar H a
WORD PROCESSING
frientiN hOrne TI sr
Word Per Sec & Las’-’ y’"
Near Bolinger & Dr u .
12 years ergai ex, . ,
Suzanne
146.56514
CALL UNDA TODAY
for experienced, professional
womprocessing Theses, term
POWS. COup projects, etc
All formats including APA
Quck return
Transcriptron services available
Almaden / Brenham area
Phone 2644504

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!

IBM COMMTIMI NOTEBOOK
Laptop computer with modern /
printer Cell Stew 377 5541 is
message $900 o b o Must wilt

REC/P.E. OR CHILD DEV/ED
MAJORS! Small World Schools is
hiring teachers and substitutes for
our 9 preschool 1612 units ECF
preferred) and 12 scrooTage
STOP MUGGERS. RAPISTS. drug vec/P E units o k I programs We
hay* both full time and part time
gin In their tracks, instantly, safe
and legal Money bock guarantee Millions Flexible hours available
9 00 a m to 6 00 p m 2886E118 Our centers are open 6em to 8 Pm
Experience preferred but not
required Call 257.7328

HELP WANTED

MANAGER -APARTMENTS) 9)
$300 per mo Bent credit on 3
bdrm apt 2 blocks to campus
Collect/deposlt rent chocks &
clean up once a week Call 244
2485 for en interview Ref
Required Easy work Good money.
DESIGNERS for (1) Static 25614,IM
RAM, (21 Video Dynamic RAM for
graphics 4 5 yrs experience
415 9881939
SR. MM. AD / MAJOR for partner,
equity position. start up in
local service bus
Call Kyrsti. 408 8234249
OVERSEAS JOSS S500.62000.
per rno 5l/f1111.1. yr round. All
countries, All fields Free info
Write DC, PO R. 52CA03.
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625

5

TODAY - Areas of morning low clouds. Highs near 80.
WEEKEND - Sunny through the weekend. Highs in mid-80s, nighttime lows in .50s.

!pit

0 Loose hippo ’like

State University

SJSU WEATHER:
tor, Peter Caron. He helped recapture the animal.
Octagon workers were repairing Garth’s
fence and considering getting him a radio,
"something to keep him from feeling like he’s
out there all alone," !vb. Maupn said.

._

San lase

CHILDCARE PROVIDER. 2 hrs/wk
East Sl, for teen success program
$7 00/iv Call Planned Parenthood
Personnel at 408 287 7532
START ST 8.00 PER HOUR
Day Swing Greve shifts Ft/Pt
Weekly pay
Security/Reception /High tech
fincellere benefits
Credit union Medical insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply from 5prn, Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Bkd Santa Clara
(bete San Tomas Eta / ()icon)

PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts

LICIEIDOCIDOECIDOCIEJODEEEDODOEOEDL_
EIDDEOODOODOODEODEEEDEEDDOODEJE
OODECIDEIODEJODIODEIODOECIOCIEEEDEIOC
DEMOODEICIOCIODEJECIODOODOOCEP’nnT"

Name

AD RATES. MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
One Two Three Four Five
Day Days Days Days Days
3 lines

$500 $600

$700

$800

$900

4 lines

$600 $700

$800

$900

S1000

5 lines

$700 $800

$900

$1000 $11 00

61ines

$800 $900

$10 00 $11 00 $1200

Each additional line $1 00

00
SEMESTER RATES,

Each additional day $1
NANNY WARTED FOR LOS *MOS
family with two children
Chinks", and light house cleaning
duties on Made schedule
Room, board at salary
Call 3565615

x1S Ott’

ALL ISSUES

10 14 lines $9000
59 hnes $70 00
15 191ines $11000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Please check /
your classification:

Address

Announoements
Citv State

Zip

Computers
For Sale

Phone
I

Greek

1

Help Wanted

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO:
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
ciass:fied desk located nside Waraqutst Library North 102
days before publication
On canceled ads

Automotive

Dead, ne Two
No refunds
Consecultve Publications dateli Only

Housing
Lost and Found
Personal
Services
Stereo
Travel
Wordprocessing

6
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SPARTAN DARN

Flirting with
HARASSMENT
11&stratum by Kai11 Dominguez
Story by Deborah Kerr

Sexual threats
defined in
SJSU directive
Hill’s allegations of sexual
Anita
misconduct in
the widely-publicized Clarence
Thomas hearhave
ings
heightened public awareness over
the issue of sexual harassment.
"I have been getting a lot of
phone calls with people wanting to
discuss the issue ... of the
Clarence Thomas thing in general," said Beverly Miles, assistant
affirmative action director at SJSU.
The atmosphere is very charged
right now."
In schools and work places
throughout the country, people are
now wondering if their conduct or
the conduct of their cohorts can be
deemed sexual harassment in light
of the hearings.
SJSU has an affirmative action
office set up to handle student and
faculty questions and complaints
about sexual harassment. In presidential directive 81-06, dated Aug.
16, Gail Fullerton defined sexual
harassment as it applies to this
campus.
According to the directive, sexual harassment is "sexual
advances, request for sexual
favors, and other verbal or physical
conduct of a sexual nature directed
towards an employee, student or
applicant," when:
)) Submission to the conduct is
an explicit or implicit term of
employment, admission or academic evaluation:
). Submission to or rejection of

the conduct is used as a basis for
employee decisions or academic
evaluations;
). The conduct interferes with
work performance:
/) The conduct creates an
intimidating, hostile, adverse learning environment:
According to Miles, there are
two kinds of sexual harassment
which are most prevalent: Quid
pro quo, a hostile harassment
which involves more explicit or
implicit advances.
"Quid pro deals with a situation
where it is blackmail," she said.
"You either put up or get out. That
can happen any time a person is in
power and the subordinate is not in
a position to be able to thwart the
advances." The other type of sexual harassment is more subtle and
more common.
"It could have to do with telling
jokes of a sexual nature, or placing
inappropriate posters around, or
general sexual innuendo in a person’s conversation or tone," Miles
said.
Another subtle form of sexual
harassment involves third parties
who are within earshot of sexual
jokes or conversations and are
offended by it, she continued. If
the language is egregious, it could
be considered harassment the first
time.
Further, if the third party indicates that he or she does not wish
to hear such language and the
behavior continues, that is also a
form of harassment.
"Supposedly, the work place is
a place of respect. It is not a place
you talk about or joke about sex,"
Miles said.
Campus policy on how to file
complaints, according to Gail
Fullenon’s Aug. 9 Directive 91-03,
begins with submitting a written

complaint to the Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative
Action Office, located in the
Administration building MOM 112.
Yfr The director of EEO/AA,
Lidia La Garda Rios, contacts the
person filing the complaint within
10 days and notifies complainant
of status of the complaint.
/0. Rios then has 30 days to
investigate and try to resolve the
complaint.
)0 If the complaint is not
resolved, a formal investigation
gets underway which is given a
maximum of 60 days. At the end
of the 60 days, Rios issues a report
on the findings which determines
"whether reasonable cause exists
to believe that discrimination has
occurred."
). The report is presented to the
appropriate campus vice president
to act on the upon. After the vice
president evaluates the report, he
returns it to Rios who notifies the
complainant.
Throughout the process, the
office of EEO/AA strives for confidentiality and the complainant
has the right to representation. The
complainant can also appeal to the
university president.
Retaliation against the person
issuing the grievance is prohibited.
Documentation will be kept on file
at the SJSU director of EEO/AA
for dare years.
Although Thomas was confirmed to the Supreme Court
despite Anita Hill’s charges of sexual harassment, the American people are coming away with a different concept of what sexual harassment is.
"I think a lot less people are
going to be laughing at the issue of
sexual harassment," Miles said. "I
think a lot more people may
become cautious."

ATHLETES: Academic performance of student athletes biggest concern
Front Front Page
charge of other areas of academics.
In addition, aclidemic standards for
athletes must be maintained, according
to the report. Student athletes must be
making significant progress toward
graduation, and must achieve acceptable grades.
Recommendations concerning
financial integrity included ensuring
money spent on and for athletes go
through the university.

Members of the task force include:
IP Nicole Anderson, Associated
Students vice president and representative of the AS president
la. Tom Brennan, director of intercollegiate athletics
). Carol Christensen, human performance professor
MaryAnn Diridon, alumna;
owner of a professional secretarial service
O. Barbara Fairhurst, alumna; chief
financial officer, Intersourcc

Kim Bick-Maurischat, a SJSU
women’s studies graduate student and
co-coordinator at the university’s
Women’s Center, drew a direct connection between Thomas’ alleged
behavior toward Hill and his position
on abortion.
"Both go together," said BickMaurischat, of the Bay Area Coalition
Against Our Reproductive Repression
after she spoke to the group gathered
at the Federal building.
She told the crowd gathered after
the march to take time to consider sexual harassment in all their lives. She
said she thinks every woman has
experienced sexual harassment at
some time.
After the rally, Bick-Maurischat,
who marched carrying her two-yearold daughter, Allegra, spoke of what
she thinks is ahead for American
women.
"Women are angry on a lot of
issues," she said. "It’s going to be a
time for women and men to get
together and vote these people out of
Office."
"Every woman and every man
knows exactly what type of behavior
was talked about at the hearings,"
Bick-Maurischat said. "Clarence
’Moms’ confirmation gives the message to men that his type of conduct is
not reprehensible. It gives the message
to woman that there is no recourse."
Mantle Hughes, an anthropology
major, who called herself "just another
outraged student," cited Thomas’ lifetime appointment in expressing her
fears for the future of the Supreme
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). Daniel Holley, member of the
athletics board and biology professor
)- Robert Hosfeldt, alumnus and
retired executive
). Cindy Kenyon, president-elect
of the alumni association; partner with
Shelling and Kenyon, Inc.
). Lela Llorens, professor and
chairwoman, occupational therapy;
athletics board member
Brooks Mancini, alumnus; president, B.T. Mancini Company, Inc.

>re Donald Mani, retired executive,
president’s advisory board
1). Terry Shea, head football coach
)0 Pete Silva, alumnus; chief prolxition officer, Santa Clara County
lro Alan Simpkins, alumnus; retired
executive
). Steve Tedesco, alumnus; presi-

Court.
"These are crucial decisions that
Thomas will be deciding," she said.
"I’m scared, as I think all women
should be."
Though most of the protesters were
women, at least three men took part in
the march.
Ken Tomascllo, a psychology
major, said he sees Hill’s allegations as
an issue of exploitation.
"Society is beginning to be based
on human exploitation," he said. "This
isn’t just a women’s issue. Men should
be involved also."
Bick-Maurischat said the march
was a spontaneous "coming together"
of people who decided to express their
anger after Tuesday’s confirmation.
She said another rally is planned
for Monday at noon at the downtown
Federal building.
Daily staff reporter Kim Carter
and photographers Donna
!trimmer and Jeannie Glicksman
contributed to this report

From Front Page
anti-death penalty? No. Are they antiwar? No. And these are pro-life
issues," she said.
Kilgore said what makes her even
more angry is that "women buy into
it." They vote Republican when that
party is committed to overturning Roe
vs. Wade, she said.
She said she has Republican
friends who back President Bush and
don’t believe he seeks to overturn Roe
vs. Wade.
"Where do they have their heads?
In the sand?" she said as she went 10 a
class.
Students for Life’s main purpose is
to "preserve the sanctity of human
life," according to the organization’s
bmchure. Netzel said 23 million fetuses have been aborted since the Roe vs.
Wade decision.
Planned Parenthood promotes
abortion business, he said. It educates
about birth control methods. "If the
contraceptives fail, (women) know
where to go to get an abortion," he
said.

10/0STU DENT DISCOUNT
at
PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER
Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair

-Wheel Alignment
Front End Rebuilding
Shock Absorbers

CornpleteBrake Service
’Wheel Balancing
’Used & New Tires

299 Keyes St. San Jose

294-3240

Choose a Semester Abroad
with Ohlone College
A Po O.

Spring ’92
Austria/Germany
Experience the mus:c
and culture of
Salzburg. Vienna and
Munich.
Info. meeting: Oct.13.
Registration deadline: Nov

Courses transferable for General Ed. credit
S4,500 or less for a full semester of study
Air Fare, housing, field trips & most meals included
Financial aid, scholarships for those who qualify

LAW ENFORCEMENT

ii ,iin

ONE TEST - MANY CHOICES
Sponsored by 16 Contra Costa LAW
Enforcement Agencrea
Ni, application form or feet required

ACT NOW - MAKE YOUR
RESERVATION TODAY - CA II.
October 19 lbatilo Valley College
(510) 6851230, Es1. 119
October 26 Comm Cane College
(510)235 7900, Ext. 2Q7
NOST11111[1 9 lais Medellin College
(510)439 2151, Ext. 2211

’all ’92
Stratford in England
Follow the lure of
Shakespeare to York,
London, Bath.
Info. meeting: Oct 16

Call Now:. (510) 659-6090

TAKE l’IlE STEP
TOWARDS A CAREER IN

Contra Costa
nerponai

’,TM

INTERNATIONAL
ADVENTURE

’Abortion is not a method of birth
control," Zcitz said. "The fetus is a
separate living being that has already
been fomicd."
He said they were there to educate
the pregnant woman that there were
alternatives to abortion.
"The laws are on the books," he
said. "Just because a fetus can’t get up
and walk and tell people it’s arrived is
no reason it should be dim runinated
against."

* F:xcellent Salary & Benefits
* Diversity & Challenge
* Public Service
* Jiih Sec ur ii)

dent, Chamber of Commerce
). Jackie Walker, head coach, gymnastics
C’harles Whitcomb, professor
and chairman, recreation and leisure
studies, university faculty; athletics
representative
IP two students, to be appointed.

TWISTY

ABORTION

PROTEST
From Front Page

)0 Frank Fiscalini, one-time mayoral candidate; retired executive and
member of the president’s advisory
board
)0 Glenn George, alumnus; a
retired executive
Bobbye Gorenberg, chairwoman
of the academic senate and nursing
professor
Frank Bisceglia, Spartan
Foundation president; executive with
Kidder Peabody Inc.

Other Study lours in 1992
Culture of Spain. April 10- 17
Art of Greece. June 16 July I
Mass Media in Russia and Estonia. June 22 - July 5
Travel Writing & Photography, China, July 22 - August 12
0111,011111110,1MIhr,

Nome
Address
_

_

Check your
choice (s)

Day Phone (

Austria. Germany
Spain

-

ngland
China

Russia
Greece

molt to Dr alloctof Cordova. Dean of Ant and kismet rind Coon:gnaw of Intionotionol Slafoos
v4ono c ollege 4.i)Meano,l P0 Pox 3909 f ’Paton! CA 94539 0390
or

call (510) 659-6090, FAX (510)659-0447.

